
Interval Training
How to perform an interval circuit

Interval Training
High Intensity Training for Fat Loss

For years, people believed that marathon cardio sessions were mandatory
for women who wanted to lower their body fat for competition. These ses-
sions were long and boring… nothing like 2 hours on a recumbent bike!
Research shows us that higher intensity training such as interval training
can deliver the same results in much less time than traditional longer dura-
tion cardio.

Recent research
There have been many studies that show the effectiveness of high intensity
training:
The first major study was in 1985. The American Journal of Clinical Nutrition determined that high
intensity training increases metabolism for up to 24 hours after training. With lower intensity train-
ing (steady-state cardio) metabolism returned to normal shortly after the exercise session ended. (it
is now an accepted fact that the rate at which you burn fat depends more on how many calories you
burn in the hours following  your workout as opposed to the number of calories you burn during it).

As recently as December 2006 researchers at the University of Guelph in Canada found that two
weeks of interval training done on alternate days can increase metabolism by 36% in women.

“Short term intense interval training is highly effective in altering the ratio of lean body mass to fat
without compromising muscle size.”
Dr. Patrick O’Shea, (Quantum Strength and Power Training, Gaining the Competitive Edge).

What is interval training?
Interval training is characterized by short intense speed increases during your cardio session, fol-
lowed by longer duration ‘recovery’ period in which you return to your usual pace on whatever
piece of cardio equipment you are using.

Interval training is best performed on:
          Outside running
          Treadmill
          Spin bike
          Stairmill

Elliptical

Although I don’t rank ellipticals as effective as other forms of
cardio, by performing intervals on the elliptical you can greatly
increase it’s  effectiveness. You have to work really hard be-
cause ellipticals were designed to make cardio easier. Easier
means less energy needed which equates to less calories being
burned... so make sure you push yourself.
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Example of interval training

1 min.
sprint

2 min.
moderate

pace

The spin bike is another great tool to
use for interval training. Changing
speeds/tension can be done quickly
when alternating between ‘sprinting’
and moderate pedaling.

 The bike is easier on the knee and hip
joints but it puts more stress on the
quads (a good thing) giving you a good
burn when you really push hard.
All training on the spin bike is done in
the standing position.

For example, let’s say you normally run at 5.0 on the treadmill for 40 minutes. To introduce
intervals into your session, you would (once you are warmed up):

1) sprint for 45-60 second ‘intervals’ (at a higher speed than your usual 5.0)
2) then reduce the speed back to 5.0 (or slightly lower) for 1-2 minutes.

This would be repeated non-stop for the entire workout.
That’s it……. It seems simple but if you’ve never tried it, be prepared for a killer workout. Re-
search shows that proper interval training can get you the same results in half the time of
steady-state cardio.

Spin bike
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Outdoor running is another excellent form of cardio. People often ask me what the difference is be-
tween the treadmill and outside running. The answer is simple, when running outside you are actually
propelling yourself forward. When on a treadmill you are jumping up in the air as the belt is revolving
underneath you.

It takes a lot more work to actually move yourself over a distance as opposed to standing in one place
and jumping (as you do on a treadmill). Don’t get me wrong, a treadmill can be very effective in
weight loss but in comparison to outdoor running it’s not the same.

Outdoor running is even more effective if you perform intervals (ex sprint for 30 sec-1 minute followed
by a moderate run for 2 minutes). This is an intense form of cardio and should only be used if you are
in good condition.

Outdoor running does have it’s negatives:
- can be hard on the back, hips, knees, ankles and feet

         Some people just can’t run without aggravating something. Some people are made to run and
         some are not. The treadmill is often much better for these folks . The idea is
         to find what works best for you.

 - too much joint stress for overweight individuals
If you are overweight outdoor running can place a lot of stress on your joints (knees, back,

         ankles etc.). You may want to wait until you lose some weight before you start running outside.
         The treadmill will be easier on your joints and will condition you for outside
         running.

“What’s the difference between a treadmill and outside running”

 The difference between treadmills
and outside running
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